teviaq
Unique washbasins and
custom products made out of copper
Handmade in South Tyrol

A METAL WITH A LONG

HISTORY
teviaq manufactures original washbasins out of copper
in a laborious handcraft process. Copper as a metal has
a long history, whose uniqueness still lives up to this day.
The steady annealing on the naked flame and the high
temperatures occurring during the welding generate an
individual patina. New and old techniques used in the manufacturing lead to a process, which creates every single
work as one of a kind.
The timeless and plain design of each basin delivers a
special style into the room. The effects enfold not only in
modern bath rooms but also in combination with natural
and antique furniture.

OUR

MODELS
The products differ less in their proportions

ESPINAR

but in their form. The measurements serve
only as a guideline as they can be chanced
anytime if desired.
The delivery time is at around six weeks because of the unique and customized workmanship.
For requests regarding prices or other questions
and questions please feel free to contact us.
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Diameter: 32 cm Height: 16 cm

OUR MODELS

ESPINAR
This modern wash basin with its hidden drain is an eye-catcher in the modern straight-line designed bathroom. Installing
an rectangular-shaped faucet underlines the appearance
of this basin.
Lenght: 50 cm Width: 40 cm Height: 13 cm

OUR MODELS

KEEWEE
The oval look of the Keewee appeals very wide without losing
any lightness. This basin looks proportional even at large
dimensions and is therefore ideal for a family bathroom.
Length: 70 cm Width: 50 cm Height: 13 cm

MORE MODELS

CHUQUI

COPPERBELT

LUBIN

OYU TOLGOI

This large basin makes a heavy impression and therefore needs its
space in the bathroom.

The Copperbelt has a very noble impression as a bowl or a basin with
its high and elegant form.

The restraint lines transmit easiness
to this form, which is an eye-catcher
in every bathroom.

The basin for slightly different guest
bathroom. Ideally installed by pairs.

Diameter: 42 cm
Height: 12 cm

Diameter: 40 cm
Height: 21 cm

Diameter: 33 cm
Height: 13 cm

Diameter: 33 cm
Height: 33 cm

OUR

CURSTOM PRODUCTS
If you have a project or an idea for a furniture
made of or with copper, we are the perfect partner for your realization. Decades of experience
in fine metal processing and a creative mindset help us to realize even the most unusual
requests. Whether a bath, rectangular kitchen
sink or lighting elements, copper embellishes
your home.
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